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About Us

We bring you today, tomorrow’s products in the 
consumer electronics & backpack sector because 

yes, we do want to make your life easier! 

We are conscious for our environment like all of you 
are and decided to do our little part by creating 

green products for all you eco conscious consumers 
out there. 

In 2019 we launched our green line where all our 
products  are 100% degradable, 100% recyclable and 

super friendly to our environment! 



Green Line 



The EcoCharger

EcoCharger is a biodegradable mini charger. Its shell is
made out wheat straw which takes about 4 months to
degrade in the environment unlike plastic that takes
around 400 years.

EcoCharger has 1000mAh capacity and can be
recharged. It is super small and light. It is the perfect
eco buddy to have with you at all times!

Colour Availability:



The EcoCase

EcoCase is a biodegradable case for your iPhone. It is
made out of wheat straw making it super friendly to
the environment since it can degrade by itself in the
environment unlike plastic.

It has a unique flexible texture and a drop-resistant
four corners design to help protect your phone as well
as the earth. Another important feature is that EcoCase
leaves 0.5mm space above your phone’s camera and
1.0mm space above your screen thus making it super
drop and scratch resistant.

Colour Availability:



The EcoCasey & EcoCasey Pro

EcoCasey is an all green case for your Airpods. What
totally differentiates it from the rest in the market is
that it is completely made out of wheat straw thus
making it 100% degradable to the environment. Its
texture is completely matte which also makes it anti
slippery.

EcoCasey is eco friendly, antishock, portable & durable.
It comes in two versions: EcoCasey for Airpods and
EcoCasey Pro for Airpods Pro.

Colour Availability:



The MoTeck

MoTeck is the modern tech backpack for travellers,
business people, college students. It is brand new, state
of the art backpack which has a USB charger for your
phone and any other electronic device. It has an anti-
theft mechanism and is water resistant. It has hidden
pockets for your cards and perfectly fits your laptop,
tablets and any other electronic device. Its has a
softback which makes it oh so comfortable when
wearing it!

Colour Availability:



The Wi-Station

Wi-Station has a sleek ,minimal & aluminium design. It
can fast charge every phone that supports wireless
charging in minutes. Most wireless chargers in the
market have a 5W transmit power whereas Wi-Station
has a 10W transmit power. Samsung S8 and Note 8
need at least 10Watt to fully charge whereas iPhone 8,
iPhone 8 Plus & iPhone X need at least 7.5 Watt.

Wi-Station can fully fast charge all these brands and
many more

Colour Availability:



The Chee

Chee is a brand new lightweight, portable & smart
wireless power bank. It has a 20000mAh fast charging
capacity and a LED digital display screen that shows
when the device is fully charged. It has 2 USB ports
that allow to fast charge 3 smartphones at the same
time! Chee is highly compatible with iPhone X, iPhone
8, iPhone 8 Plus, Galaxy Note 5, S6, S6 Edge, S7, S7
Edge, S8, S8 plus,and all the qi enabled devices.

Colour Availability:





Lets help our Earth in any way possible.


